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Traffic Control Department

Part of the Neshaten Division of Transportation, the TCD is responsible for monitoring all traffic on the
roads and for ensuring that drivers can find alternative paths from constructions and emergencies. They
also monitor the roads for anything that could present an obstruction such as broken water mains,
downed power lines, or even Spiked Rain. They are also responsible for air/space traffic control.

The department is split into three centers, each one tasked with handling one small area of the
department.

Highway Traffic Control

The HTC is responsible for monitoring all highway traffic, ensuring that people obey the laws as much as
possible while also looking for possible criminal activity. They also operate the many holographic road
signs which can either display advertisements or cautionary warnings for drivers.

Monitoring the highway roadways is done via closed circuit camera's and sensors embedded in the
roadways.

Starship Traffic Control

Responsible for operating all air and space traffic, the STC carries a greater deal of risk than the other
two centers, due in large part of the large amount of air and space traffic that occurs over large cities
such as the Neshaten capital of Netoshen.

They must ensure that all air and space traffic only passes into acceptable flight zones and doesn't cross
into military zones.

On the flipside, they also help guide military based traffic such as shuttles and transports and work
closely with military traffic controllers.

Street Traffic Control

This particular center monitors all street based traffic, looking for signs of criminal activity or people
possibly breaking the law and also crashes that might or have occurred and then sending notes to the
emergency response center.

Monitoring the roadways is done via closed circuit camera's and sensors embedded in the roadways.
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